
Madhuban       Mama’s Specialities     Om shanti       18/06/22 

Beloved Avyakt BapDada’s loving instrument teachers, all brothers and sisters from this land and abroad, 
who are the decoration of the Brahmin clan, ones who are placing their steps of Sakar mother and Father’s 
footsteps and coming close to the destination of perfection, please accept Godly love-filled sweet 
remembrance. 

The month of June is the special month of remembrance of Mateshwari Jagadamba Saraswati, the sweet 
mother of all of us.  On 24th June, 1965, our sweet Maa left the physical world and became a resident of the 
subtle region.  Her sweet sustenance, her efficient administration and sweet teachings, even today continue 
to inspire us.  This is also a wonderful part in the drama that, in order to complete the task of the 
establishment of the new world, it was our sweet Maa who first went into the advance party.  Until today, 
our sweet Baba has kept that hero actor incognito and is carrying out the creation of the new world through 
her.  This is why on the path of devotion, there is the memorial of Saraswati as the incognito river. 

You all must have already received sweet Mama’s murli, filled with many secrets, which we will all listen to 
on Friday 24th June and also offer bhog to our sweet Mother in her remembrance. 

The conversations Almighty Baba had with our sweet Maa from time to time, which Dadis wrote in their 
diaries, some of those notes are being sent to you.  Please churn these deeply, and we are also sending some 
of Mama’s specialities which we heard of from our Dadis.  Please share this in your classes and refresh 
yourselves.  Achcha.  Lots of love and remembrance to all. 

Almighty Baba’s deep heart to heart conversation with Mama. 
1) O daughter Radhe, now the time of examination has come close.  Let each child keep the 
examination that is to come in front of himself/herself and continue to move along with that practice.  At 
that time, even if some children do not have any food or drink, you become a carefree emperor and be 
present in your highest stage.  Each one has to adopt such a beautiful stage over a long period of time.  If 
someone feels that everything will happen automatically at that time, this is deceiving yourself and this is 
why you have to be cautious in advance. 

2) All My very much loved children sit in remembrance, but until now, the brightness of that light 
doesn’t yet reach My region.  When each one of you remains stable in the form of light, then the brightness 
of your yoga will reach My region.  You Shaktis will be praised only at that time.  Now, each one of you has 
to be so stable in your faith that even if I try to make you come down from that, you don’t come down.  You 
have to stay in the intoxication of knowledge.  This world drama is continuing to move very lawfully, and so 
when you see any type of scenes, do not come into upheaval. 

3) O Jewel on the head, Shakti Radhe, you Shaktis have to remain ready with the powers of knowledge 
and yoga and playing the murli of knowledge with your lips.  When any of the great scholars, acharyas or 
pundits come in front of you, take them beyond with your constant and stable spiritual drishti and remind 
them of themselves with your sweet words: Who am I and who is my Father and how has God revealed 
Himself through Brahma?  He is bringing an end to this devilish world and taking us to the deity world. 

4) O daughter Radhe, now, the stage of each one of you, like a lamp, will only be able to catch the 
subtle inspirations of the final moments by being stable and so complete your task successfully.  Whatever is 
your stage according to the knowledge, accordingly you will be able to catch the inspirations.  Only when 
you remain stable in that stage constantly will you be able to be touched by the full inspirations. 

5) O daughter, in the final moments, you Shaktis will be decorated with the weapons of knowledge, you 
will be the four-armed forms and grant visions to everyone.  In one hand you will have the mace, the discus 



of self-realisation in the second hand, a lotus in the third hand and a conch-shell in the fourth hand.  No 
other divine Father has shown this four-armed form except Me and My children. 

6) O daughter, all these visions are granted only through Me because I am the main Parent of all.  Look, 
the light of knowledge is shining in the midst oft all matter.  Children, simply have this thought: The One 
whom the whole world is calling out to, that God Almighty Authority Himself has come personally to us 
children.  By sitting in His cool lap, your heart will become peaceful. 

7) Since you have found the Creator of the creation, why should you leave Him (the Creator) and chase 
after His creation?  You have now recognised the highest on the highest Authority, the One who is the 
Master of all strength, from whom all the strength has emerged, so then it will be impossible to leave His 
lap.  When you have recognition of the Creator, then you can understand who He is.  Understand,  Radhe, 
the jewel on the head! 

8) Avyakt Prabhu (God), the One who knows the eternal laws, only He can give us the recognition of 
the eternal laws.  The eternal play of the whole world is enacted on the stage.  It takes time for the play to be 
enacted practically.  If I were to finish the play of so many years in just a second, what other play will then 
continue?  So, whatever difficulties you have to see or tolerate, they will repeat in the same way with this 
complicated secret.  This is the complicated repetition which, beloved Radhe, you and I are happy to see and 
become happy with. 

9) All the parts in this unlimited drama are created for you as a test.  The One who makes this play 
move is Him the Master of the creation.  If He wants, He can drop this drama in one second, and then He 
can make it begin again.  However, He doesn’t do that because even God has to continue with His tasks in 
an ordinary way.  The Almighty Authority Himself, the Incorporeal God, is in the corporeal form, but in an 
ordinary costume.  This is the game of the maze.  Those who know this are janijananhar (those who 
knowledge of all secrets within) and those who do not know are ignorant. 

10) It isn’t that Brahma alone is the Creator, but you Brahmins are also the creators.  In the golden age, 
goddess Shri Radhe and god Shri Radhe, the status of both are equal.  There, love filled with knowledge is 
very lovely and unique.  I only share it with those who saw it in the last cycle.  They are the same ones who 
will see it again.  That beautiful era will be so attractive to the mind.  O princess of the world Shri Radhe, 
that scene is in front of your eyes, is it not? Beloved Mama said: Yes Baba, I remember that very much, take 
me to our beloved region, Baba! 

11) Baba said: Daughter, for the most elevated divine work of the people, you have to stay here in the 
corporeal form.  I, the Incorporeal One fly back to my subtle region.  When I, the Incorporeal, come into the 
corporeal, I come here from the subtle region, then I leave this corporeal world here and become Incorporeal 
again.  I also take your incorporeal form with Me.  However, the corporeal will only remain in the corporeal 
world.  This is an eternal law.  Tell me, O empress of Madhuban, it is like that, is it not? 

Specialities of Jagadamba, Saraswati 
1) Mama’s lokik name was Radhe, and as was her name, Radhe was always intoxicated with the murli.  
She used to listen to each word of Baba with a lot of love, merge it in herself and would relate it to 
everyone, clarifying it very well.  This is why the sitar of knowledge is shown in the hands of Saraswati. 

2) Three specialities of Mama were very clearly visible – her spirituality, her self-respecther love for 
the Father in all relationships.  We also have to imbibe these three qualities in ourselves and this will easily 
finish our body consciousness. 



3) Shiv Baba placed the urn of nectar on Mama’s head.  Mama became an instrument to imbibe it and 
then relate it to us.  However, Mama always used to say it was “Pita-prasad” (a holy offering from the 
Father).  I am sharing with you what I have received from the Father.  I am sharing with you what I have 
imbibed in myself.  This is why there was sweetness in her words and honesty sparkling on her face.  The 
more honesty and purity we have, the more sweetness there will be.  If there is the slightest impurity or the 
slightest feeling of defamation for another in our mind, then our words will be bitter. 

4) Sweet Maa sustained all of us children with a lot of love through signals.  Mama’s heart was 
completely clean.  Mama used to accommodate everything of the children in her heart in such a way as 
though nothing had happened.  While giving teachings and merging everything into yourself, to transform 
the other person with your power of accommodation and love – we saw this huge speciality in Mama.  
Mama never took into herself the defects of others. 

5) Mama always maintained her self-respect.  Mama had the natural art of creating the seed-stage, of 
merging all thoughts and of not going into expansion about anything.  To pack them and to merge them.  We 
never saw Mama going into expansion about anything and because of this, Mama’s murli was very 
impressive.  The attraction of divinity and truth was always sparkling on Mama’s face. 

6) No matter what happened, Mama was very firm on the lesson of the drama.  Mama had such a good 
habit of seeing the drama as a detached observer, that no matter what scene she saw, she would never come 
into any type of upheaval.  Her face was always constant and smiling.  Mama also taught all of us the lesson 
of “nothing new” to make us unshakeable and immovable. 

7) We never saw any signs of worry on Mama’s face.  Even if someone shed their body or if something 
happened to her own self, she never thought about it too much.  Mama never became ordinary.  We always 
saw Mama in a very high stage of spiritual intoxication. 

8) Baba said to Mama: You will become Lakshmi   That was all.  Baba just said that once and Mama’s 
face and personality changed.  I have to become virtuous.  I have to see virtues.  I have to donate virtues.  
Mama was very firm about these three things and this is why, even though she was young, because she was 
senior in her dharna, all young and old began to call her “Mama”.  Mama, the embodiment of virtues 
became number one. 

9) To be present in class is also being Baba’s obedient child, and not just being regular, but also being 
punctual.  Not to be even a little irregular, not coming on time… Mama taught us this.  Never to miss 
morning yoga or the murli.  Baba used to say: Do not be careless about this.  Those who are concerned about 
this will never be careless.  Baba says: You just stay in the stage of being up above.  Why do you get 
involved with the things down below?  We never heard of such things from Mama.  Mama always used to be 
very quiet.  She would only speak when necessary and then become quiet. 

10) Mama taught us how to be accurate in our maryadas (codes of conduct).  Mama used to stay in a 
stage of soul consciousness that we would see Baba’s virtues and His actions through Mama.  So, only what 
Baba is teaching us should be seen through us and all the old sanskars should finish. 

11) While coming in connection with so many souls and hearing everyone’s opinions, she herself 
remained detached and loving.  We never saw any change in Mama’s drishti for anyone.  She had the same 
sweet drishti for each one.  Along with this, she would also caution others about their weaknesses. 

12) Our Maa, who always had a cool nature and spoke sweet words, always had the one aim of removing 
everyone’s sorrow.  In any situation, or in any condition, let alone not getting angry, we never saw Mama 



ever use  any type of force.  We never heard Mama speak loudly.  Mama was an incarnation of peace, an 
image of love. 

13) The virtue of maturity and sincerity, which is the mine of all virtues, we saw the practical form of 
that in Mama.  Not a mother who has attachment, but a good mother, a teacher, a mother like a guru.  A 
mother who taught by example.  Because of her maturity and patience, Mama had the power to merge and 
accommodate.  Because of merging and accommodating, Mama was an embodiment of tolerance.  With the 
virtue of tolerance, she was always cool and peaceful. 

14) Whatever Baba related, Mama would listen with such attention, as though she was becoming the 
embodiment of it at that moment.  This is why Mama was always unshakeable, immovable and constant in 
her stage.  We never saw Mama’s stage fluctuate.  She didn’t make any hard effort.  The royalty of purity 
was always sparkling on Mama’s face.  Because of this personality of purity, Mama is even today 
remembered and worshipped in the form of Jagadamba. 

15) On Mama’s face we saw what it means to have unshakeable faith.  Mama never mixed her own 
dictates with shrimat.  “This is my thought, I think…” – Mama never said this.  It was always: Baba has said 
this.  Baba has explained this.  Mama would explain with such sweetness that everyone was easily able to 
understand with what intention Baba had said something. 

16) Mama played the highest and most elevated part in sustaining us children.  This is why she was 
called the goddess of knowledge.  No one except Mama can receive this title.  She imbibed Shiv Baba’s 
knowledge to such an extent that she became the goddess of knowledge.  This is why Saraswati is 
remembered to imbibe knowledge. 

17) Mama always used to say: All of you make so much effort to accumulate power and you spend it 
unnecessarily so quickly.  You spend your energy on useless matters and then become unhappy and weak.  
You don’t give so much time to earning, but throughout the day, you simply continue to spend and then 
become bankrupt.  Then, when any situation comes in front of you, you say it is difficult, because then you 
don’t have any strength. 

18) Mama always used to remember two mantras and remind others of them too. 1) Every moment is the 
final moment.  2) The One who is giving orders is making me move.  With this awareness, we will easily 
become conquerors of attachment and embodiments of remembrance and not get caught up in 
complications.  Keeping your intellect free from everything else, you will be able to fulfil Baba’s hopes. 

Although our sweet Mama, the idol of all of these specialities, is not amidst us today, her divine form and 
sweet teachings are constantly in front of our eyes.  Achcha.   

* * * O M   S H A N T I * * * 


